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Proposal 

The project aims to design cheap housing in Iranian desert bride, with several 

thousand year old civilizations with a rich culture. 

Aimed Area is Iran, Yazd province and the Hassan Abad district. A district which 

it’s economic status is a low-income and under line of poverty people. By 

regarding to their life and research in relation to their needs and budget and 

looking at everyday life and culture, we started to design for this segment of 

our society. 

According limited liquidity and considering climate issues, we used Yazd 

indigenous materials to prevent operation and maintenance costs imposition 

to owner during operating period.  

Old architecture of Yazd city has a pattern of central courtyard and to north-

east and south-west and has spaces such as summer and winter settled. Today 

due to high prices and shortages of land, urbanization has been changed to this 

lifestyle and orientation of the buildings is not like before. We are trying to by 

retaining old patterns but in modern way design houses that bring composure. 

And considering the immigration is forgotten in high rate in these cultures then 

the best orientation is using north and south light. 

Also, 59% units of houses have a room, and 72.2% unit of them have two or 

one rooms. Then the houses of this district in compare with average of other 

cities in country have less room. 

This social pattern of living in Hasan Abad district is a custom and culture, since 

respecting to this culture we consider flexibility and separation of living room 

to some rooms by Polystyrene and mud partitions in our design.  

Scenario 

Another cold morning, wind on the plastic wall of the yard promising a winter 

day.  

How cold is home, I don't like to get out under the blanket; I wish the oil of 

Alaeddin lamp hadn’t been finished last night. I feel every one of my cells is 

frozen and can’t come out under the blanket, but I have busy day today.  
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5 minute later, parisa had lied in her bed yet. Good memories, When my 

mother was here, Always warm tea with breakfast was ready, although humble 

but sincere. I wish that mam and children hadn't left us. 

Dad’s voice Paris was been heard: Parisa, Dad! You’re 21 years old; get up girl; I 

can’t also do your tasks with this back disk. You should help me .go looking for 

your life and work, to won’t be like me wretched and poor. Maybe you have a 

better future than me and your mother. 

In thinking about my father's talks,   suddenly I heard the neighbor girl 

screams. As usual our Zahedani neighbor kids were fighting. How do their 

defenseless mother tolerance with 6 children, while her husband has no sense 

of family responsibility?!. 

Seem to dad’s pigeons like me get awake by cries of the children and fly into 

the air. Dad thought might have been come to steel his pigeons, he went in to 

the yard and he was effusing the beads for them, and forgot that had put the 

tea to brew. 

I got to do my tasks, how dark is the house, the glimmer of light amidst the 

plastics that Dad has put to cover house are coming in. I wanted to turn the 

lamp on that suddenly remember father’s said about 17000 tomans electricity 

bill and much of subsidies  which must be aside to prevent cut of electricity.  

My father was a teacher before, although he wasn't permanent employ does 

not have a pension, also when the insurance was canceled, his back disk is 

even worse. 

Sometimes I think what will happen if my rich aunt and Uncle was not 

detraction to have connection with us, which may cause father finds a suitable 

job, and weren’t waiting for the beginning of month and subsidies for 

livelihood. And maybe nothing won’t be changed, because Dad always says the 

wife, my mom and her conflicts was cause of his life disruption. 

I 'm  getting ready , I put beautiful  scarf  that Tayebe ,daughter of my dad’s 

first wife ,had brought for me  into my bag. I would never forget the day that 

Tayebe came to see Daddy after several years. Daddy and I were not home 

that day, she had written the memorial on the door for daddy. I wear my tent 

,when  I say goodbye to my dad saw  lots of aloneness and spite  in his eyes , as 
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if all the memorabilia that daddy had described about his life imagined for me. 

Being a student , his first marriage , dropping out of university, Tayebe’s birth , 

divorce ,  second married, my half  sister and brother , moving to Tehran , 

returning to Yazd and living  in a Ardekan’s villages , to mortgage a house in  

Dahe Fajr boulevard, to purchase  land in  Hassan Abad with mortgage money , 

build the house with his own hands .... 

Home 

Although our home is built with plastic and constructional slag and many of 

people doesn't account 140 m2 with this condition as a house, but no matter 

since I know that it is always someone at home waiting for me. My father is a 

part of me, with all of his shortcomings, he is trying that I haven't any 

defective, he proud my Beheshti University, he honor for all thousands of 

other kindness. 

Making sense of insecurity with feared eyes and with recalling the insults that 

my neighbors had accused me get out of home. Pulled my tent ahead to no 

one doesn't know me. I go to Tehran. Lord, the thing that I know as poverty it 

is absence of you in my life. Lord, I've been tied up with rope invisible to the 

throne of your kingdom; I'll take a peak because I know that you are, and that’s 

all and nothing else. 

Economic life or poverty life? …. 

Suburbia life in suburb of Yazd in Hassan Abad district, that district which there 

are innocent girls and boys such as Parisa made us to consider the cheap 

design house in this district. 

People who live in Hassan Abad, generally haven't ability of financial and their 

cash is almost 3100$- 4850$, while most of families have a population between 

3-9 person. 
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One of most important sources of these families income is subsidies (pay for all 

the Iranians citizens by the government about $ 15.5), and those who are 

employed in factories or self-employment and have   average income of about 

172$ USD. These families don’t ability to pay their electricity or water bills and 

their life’s quality in both view of economic and social is low. 

This project aims to design affordable housing design with proper quality and  

using natural potential energy (to reduce energy costs) by applying the climate 

design procedures. In addition to using the proper materials of any land, 

building costs are reduced during operation. 

The price per meter in Hassan Abad is $ 42 and space of selected land is 

between 50 and 70 square meters. 

Cheap built Technology with local materials is:… 

50m2*42$=2000$ 

70m2*42$=2800$ 

60m2*42$=2400 $ 

To consistency with Yazd climate, used materials are mud, brick and thatch. In 

addition this manner of construction is learnable and participation of people 

will reduce cost of construction significantly. 

of Cultural features in Hasan Abad district and particularly the city of Yazd are 

the Privacy and intense introspection which  is  due to religious beliefs and 

cause usually live in the same extended family who want to maintain their 

independence simultaneously . 70% of families living in the Hassan Abad 

believed that residential environment condition in terms of social security, 

lighting and public transport is good. And Major problems in this area are 

sewerage disposal and pollution of factories and Brickyard making kiln. 

People of Hasan Abad have fixation to their place, as 90 % of them are 

interested that remain in this district and also they like to corporate for 

improving situation of the residential environment multilaterally. 
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Human 
     Functional/ Social/Physical/ Physiological/ Psychological          

                     Design a house based on the number of family. 

                     Creating a sense of security and belonging.                                                                             
Environmental   
    Site/ Climate/ Context/ Resources/ Waste                                                                        
                   Improve the urban landscape(creating the sky line). 
                   Creating security. 
                   Using recycled materials and waste. 
                   According to the local climate and area local. 
                   Responding to the needs of the site. 
                   Responding to the various segments. 
Cultural                                                                                                                                                                          
     Historical/ Institutional/ Political/ Legal 
                   Material and techniques. 
                   According to the local people and not building for public release. 
Technological   
     Material/ Systems/ Processes 
                   The use of local materials such as mud and brick and cheap prices. 
                   Using the public participation. 
Temporal          
    Growth/ Construction/ Operation/  Maintenance/ Energy                                                                                 
                  
                   Due to the growing process of being developed, and resource being modular. 
                   Being flexible.      
Economic        
     Finance/ Construction/ Operation/ Maintenance/ Energy 
                   Designing a good quality affordable housing. 
                   Use of natural potential energy. 
                   Climate design. 
                   According to the energy planning. 
 Aesthetic 

    Form/ Space/ Meaning    

                   Identity to the area. 
                   Suitability of forms with popular culture 
                   Improve life level. 
                   Leading to the relaxed atmosphere. 
                   The attention to aesthetics and form. 
Safety              

    Structure/ Fire/ Chemical/ Personal/ Criminal 

                   Monitor the implementation of the structural. 
                   Fit between architecture and structure. 
                   The use of appropriate materials and quality. 
                   Minimal impact of pollution on human life. 
                   Zoning inside the building. 
                   According to environment. 

 


